RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list, under author, editor, compiler, or title, of all dramas and works prepared for oral delivery for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Information relating to both the original and renewal registrations is included in each entry.

A

ABBOTT, GEORGE. The Gallant Guy, a comedy in three acts by George Abbott and James Gleason. • 22Jun28; D88518. George Abbott (A) & James Gleason (A); 13Dec55; R161018.

ACE HIGH. SEE McNallen, J. C.

AGHARD, MARCEL. Le vie est belle; comédie optimiste en 3 actes. • 30Jun28; D88512. Marcel Aghard (A); 19Sep55; R157795.

ADAM, GIUSEPPE. La roccia. SEE Paccini, Glacomo.

ADAMS, CIVILLE D. College cut ups, a comedy in three acts. • 6May28; D88311. Civialle D. Adams (A); 7Sep55; R155962.

ADAMS'S OPERA. SEE Ashton, Winifred.


APERT EDEN. SEE Millholland, Charles Bruce.

APERTMATH. SEE Pride, Leo Bryan.

THE AGGIONE OF INNOCENCE. SEE Barnes, Margaret Ayer.

DIE AEGYPTISCHE HELENA. SEE Strauss, Richard.

AKINS, ZOE. The Furies; jazz nocturne, a play in three acts. • 20Feb28; D88311. Zoe Akins (A); 10Nov55; RI59620.

South of Siam; a play in four episodes, adapted from the German of Alfred Sobolkauker and Paul Rosenberg. • 26Oct28; D88662. Zoe Akins (A); 10Nov55; RI59621.

ALL FOR ART. SEE Millholland, Charles Bruce. For art's sake.

ALL ON A SUMMER'S DAY AND SIX OTHER SHORT PLAYS. SEE Clements, Florence Ayreson.

ALL THE KINDS OF HOUSES. SEE O'Hara, Charles Elton.

ALVAREZ QUINTERO, JOAQUIN. Joint author, Four plays. SEE Alvarez Quintero, Serafin.

ALVAREZ QUINTERO, SEKAPIN. Four plays by Serafin and Joaquin Alvarez Quintero, in English versions by Helen and Harley Granville-Barker. Contents.--The women have their way.--A hundred years old.--Fortunato.--The lady from Albania. • 29Oct67; AI-10Oct62; 1Nov62; RI59638. Miledrid Oris (C) of Helen Granville-Barker; D96555; R157795.

AND MARY DIL. SEE Worcester, Laurence G.

ANDRAS, EULALIE. Yes, you! Go on. A comedy in three acts by Eulalie Andreas and John Hurwitz. • 5May28; D88677. Eulalie Andreas (A); 7Sep55; RI55942.

ANET, CLAUDE. Meyerling, piece en 3 actes par Claude Anet, paeud. de Jean-Eduard Schopfer. • 23Dec27; D82168. Madame Claude Anet, new Yvonne Jeanne Langlois (W); J1Ju155; RI55962.

ANET, YVONNE JEANNE LANGLOIS. Meyerling. SEE Anet, Claude.

ANSCHACHER, FLORANCE BUTHO. Release. SEE Anschacher, Louis Kaufman.

ANSCHACHER, LOUIS KAUFMAN. Release; a modern play in three acts, one act, and four episodes. • 30Jun28; D88328. Florance Butho Anschacher (W); L2Ju155; RI55903.

APPLE BOSSON TMB. SEE Hafer, Eugene G.

APPLEBUD, ADAM, paeud. SEE Pierce, Carl Webster.


ARDEN MUTTON UNDER THE TOW. SEE Petrov, Felix.

AROUND THE WORLD WITH GIRL SCOUTS. SEE Ditton, Emma Bartlett.

ASHTON, WINIFRED. Adam's opera; text of a play by Clementine Dane, paeud. Set to music by Richard Audinsell. • 6Dec28; D87508. Winifred Ashton (A); 9Dec55; RI51232.

At 916. SEE Davis, Owen.

ATHERTON, ANZONETTA COLLISON. Night ship. SEE Collison, Wilson.

AUNT MARY'S WIRELESS. SEE Constanzuruca, Mabel.

B

BANOBURSA. SEE Bigelow, Ethel Van der Veer.

THE BACHELOR QUEEN. SEE Campbell, Charles Laverne.

BACON, EVA M. Tony and Maryooh, a vaudeville sketch. • 1Jun28; D88516. Eva M. Bacon (A); 7Sep55; RI55646.

BAILEY, LORETTA CAROL. Joe's kinfolks, a tragedy of the modern people; a Carolina folk-play in one act. • 1Feb28; D83001. Loretto O. S. Stevens (A); 15Sep55; RI61072.

BAKER, ROBERT, joint author. Reluctant Romeo. SEE Loring, Selden.

A BACONERY. SEE Royce-Smith, Naomi.

BAND WAGON. SEE Lavery, Ernest G.

BANTIN, C. F. Memory pose, a play in one act. • 25Oct27; D88343. C. F. Bantin (A); 9Aug55; RI51483.

THE BARBAARIANS. SEE Price, Leo Bryan.

BARNES, LINDESEY. Have you seen the queen? A school and college comedy in three acts. • 30Jul28; D88317. Lindsey Barnes (A); 7Sep55; RI55592.

BAUDE, ANDRE. Comte obligado, operetta en 3 actes. Libre et lyrics de Andre Garde. Musique de Jean Noretti. Text only. • 10Feb28; D89250. Etienne Soule (A); 10Jun55; RI55660.

BARKER, ALBERT W. Backwoods; a comedy in three acts by Barker-Darber (Edwin L. and Albert W. Barker). • 15Oct28; D86471. Albert W. Barker (A); 20Oct55; RI57906.

BARKER, J. S. Backwoods, by Albert W. Barker and Edwin L. Barker. • 15Oct28; D86479. Albert W. Barker (C & A); 15Nov55; RI51522.

BARKER, EDWIN L. Backwoods. SEE Barker, Albert W.

BARKER, HARLEY GRANVILLE. SEE Granville-Barker, Harley.

BARKER, HELEN GRANVILLE. SEE Granville-Barker, Helen.

BARNES, MARGARET AYER. The age of innocence; in three acts. Dramatized from Edith Wharton's novel. • 17Sep28; D86253. Margaret Ayer Barnes (A); 1Oct55; RI55799.
THE BEHAVIOR OF MRS. CAME. SEE Segall, Harry.

BEN, SUSAN, tr. Pinups and Caxx. SEE Mohr, Max.

BELL, CHARLES W. Insane man; drama in prologue and three acts. © 18628; D86009. Mrs. Charles W. Bell (W); 118628; R155966.

BELL, MRS. CHARLES W. Insane man. SEE Bell, Charles W.

BELL, MARGARET S. Plenty of time. SEE Macmillan, Harry.

BELL, STANLEY, tr. Our dogs. SEE Savor, Alfred.

BELLAVITA, SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

BENNETT, RODNEY, The circus ballet. SEE Rowley, Alec.

BENNY PROPOSES; SEE Taylor, Rica Bromley. Four Jewish sketches.

BENN, GEORGES. Ma soeur et moi; comédie en 3 actes de Georges Bers and Louis Vermeul, pseud. de Louis Collin. © 18628; D8675. Alice Charpentier (NK); 116625; R154561.

Maître Bôlois et son mari; comédie en 3 actes de Georges Ber and Louis Vermeul, pseud. de Louis Collin. © 2968; D86235. Alice Charpentier (NK); 116625; R154566.

Le passage de Venus; comédie bouffe en 3 actes de Georges Ber and Louis Vermeul, pseud. of Louis Collin. © 13628; D83518. Alice Charpentier (NK); 116625; R154566.

Satana. SEE Vermeul, Louis.

BEWARE OF DOGS. SEE Hodge, William T.

BEYOND EVIL. SEE Thorne, David.

BEGELOW, ETHEL VAN DER VEER. Babouscule, a Christmas play in one act. © 11628; D8675. Elizabeth Van Lingham (NK); 218628; R154562.

The boy on the meadow, a Christmas play in one act. © 218628; D8675. Elizabeth Van Lingham (NK); 218628; R154562.

The boy on the meadow; a Christmas play in one act. © 218628; D8675. Elizabeth Van Lingham (NK); 218628; R154562.

Mother's Day; a satirical comedy in one act. © 12628; D8675. Elizabeth Van Lingham (NK); 218628; R154562.

Saint Cyprian and the Devil; a farce in one act. © 318628; D8675. Elizabeth Van Lingham (NK); 218628; R154562.

Shipping Mother catch, a satirical comedy in one act. © 20628; D8675. Elizabeth Van Lingham (NK); 218628; R154562.

BILLIE. SEE Cohan, George M.

BISCHON, ANDRE. La chatelaine de Sentenac, pièce en 5 actes drame de Florence J. Barlow. © 30628; D86235. Andre Bisson (A); 208625; R161204.

BLACK, JEAN PERSHING. Thunder on the level, a play in three acts of the novel of the same name by Christopher Morley. © 11628; D86335. Jean Ferguson Elack (A); 116625; R154562.

BLACKMAR, HEATHCOTE. SEE Gould, Beatrice Blackmar.

BLAU, OTTO. Friederike Brion. SEE Lehr, Franz.

BLESS HIS LITTLE HEART. SEE Clarke, Hannah Franklin.

BLOCH, ANDRE G. SEE Block, Andre G.

BLOCK, ANDRE G. Chirurgie. SEE Ferraux, Pierre Octave.

THE BLUE DRAGON. SEE MacDonald, William J.

BOURBEARD IN BOLOGNA. SEE Duer, Edward Rush.

BURRELL IN FAIRYLAND. SEE Hicks, Seymour.

BULG, GUY. The shadow. © 11628; D86625. Guy Bolton (A); 208625; R154562.

THE BOOMERANG. SEE Taylor, Rica Bromley. Four Jewish sketches.


BOOTH, HILLFAR. His majesty, the queen; a comedy in two acts. © 96628; D96217. Hildur Booth (A); 196628; R154562.

BOSS, ISABEL KAYE. Does any pay, a comedy drama in three acts. © 30628; D86315. Isabel Kaye Boss (A); 116625; R154562.

The first offense, a comedy drama in three acts. © 40628; D86315. Isabel Kaye Boss (A); 116625; R154562.

LOVELY, a melodrama in four acts. © 30628; D86315. Isabel Kaye Boss (A); 116625; R154562.

BRAD, MAX. Scanda, der Duldelschmiede. SEE Weiberger, Jaromir.

BRADA, MAKE. SEE Brad, Max.

BROWN, DOROTHY RILEY. Valentines. SEE Riley, Alice C. D.

BROWN, JOHN. Their angels. SEE Farn, V. A.

BROWN, LEW. Hold everything. SEE Delsyna, George.
DRAMAS AND WORKS PREPARED FOR ORAL DELIVERY

COLLISON, WILSON. Night ship. a play in three acts. @ 27Sep28; D66937. Amnonetta Collison Atherton (W); 100ct55; R57174.

COMEDY CHAOS. SEE Home, Fred.

COMTE OBLIGADO. SEE Barde, Andre.

CONKLE, ELSWORTH P. Crock bottom plays; five mid-western sketenes. Foreword by Barrett H. Clark. Dramatic contents; Minnie Field;--Sparkin'!--Warier-wucks;--'Lection.--Things is that-a-ways. @ 27Nov26; D85104. Elsworth P. Conkle (A); 15Dec55; R160311. The dead, a play in one act. @ 2Feb26; D82551. Elsworth P. Conkle (A); 15Dec55; R160312.

CONNELL, HARRETT N. Oh, doesn't it rain! a farce comedy in two acts. @ 1Jan26; D83984. Harreett N. Connell (A); 7Sep55; R55927.

CONNELLY, MARIE. SEE Connelly, Marcus Cook.

CONNELLY, MARCUS COOK. The whodat tooth, a fantasticcomedy in two acts by Marc Connelly. @ 8Dec27; D82188. Marcus Cook Connelly (A); 30Sep55; R567621.

CONNERS, BARRY. The clean-up comedy in three acts. @ 30Oct28; D85912. Daniel J. Conners (W); 29Dec55; R56790. Fool's gold, a comedy in three acts, originally produced undl the title Hell's bells. @ 27Aug28; D85000. Daniel J. Connors (W); 29Dec55; R56790. The love lesson; play in one act, from his play The Patsy. @ 10Apr28; D36949. Daniel J. Connors (W); 29Dec55; R56790. The mad honeymoon, a comedy in three acts. @ 30Oct28; D95210. Daniel J. Conners (W); 29Dec55; R56790.

CONNERS, DANIEL J. The clean-up. SEE Connors, Barry. Fool's gold. SEE Connors, Barry. The love lesson. SEE Connors, Barry. The mad honeymoon. SEE Connors, Barry.

CONSTANDO, MARIE. Aunt Marie's wireless, a sketch in one act. @ 28Dec27; D82397. Mabel Constaduros (A); 30Sep55; R56792. Devoted Elsie, a comedy in one act. @ D6Dec27; D82989. Mabel Constaduros (A); 30Sep55; R56792. The tragedo llop, a sketch in one act. @ 28Dec27; D82399. Mabel Constaduros (A); 30Sep55; R56792. Witen-wife. SEE Hogan, Michael.

CONTESE, HENRI. SEE Sylvabell.

COUJLETT, HALENE. Chirurgie. SEE Ferrand, Pierre Octave.

A COUPLE OF QUICK ONES. SEE Hatch, Eric.

COWARD, NOEL. Charles B. Cochran's 1928 revue, in two acts. Book, lyrics, and music by Noel Coward. @ 26Feb28; D82989. Noel Coward (A); 15Dec55; R160171. The plays of Noel Coward, first series: Strocco, Home chat. The queen was in the parlour. @ 2Nov25; D82505. Noel Coward (A); 10Nov55; R59494.

CRAW, ROSEMARY. The flapper and her friends, a comedy in one act. @ 1May28; D82989. Rosemary Cram (A); 15Dec55; R160171. Modern Ideas, a play in one act. @ 7May28; D85501. Rosemary Cram (A); 15Dec55; R160171.

CRANFORD, CYNTHIA DODGE. The singer of Naples. SEE Dodge, May Hewos.

CREEDIES. SEE Shipman, Samuel.

CHECK BOTTOM PLAYS. SEE Conkles, Ellsworth P.

THE CRIMINAL CODE. SEE Flavin, Martin.

THE CRIMSON STAR. SEE Clark, Estelle M.

CROISSET, FRANCIS DE. La lilyre de M. Le Conte, comedia in 3 actes d'apres la piece de Melville Collins. (In la petite illustration, no.346). @ 7Jan28; D85166. Mme Francis de Croisset (A); 8Mar55; R160171.

CROISSET, MARIE-THERES DE CHEVIGNIE DE. La llyvre de M. Le Conte. SEE Croissett, Francis de.

CROOKED MONEY. SEE Palmer, John F. J.

CROOKER, EAGLE. Loot. a melodrama of China in three acts by Earl Crooker and Lowell Brentano. @ 28Nov27; D66104. Francis Brentano (W); 1June55; R155909. The vulture. SEE Moore, McElbert.

GRUSADE. SEE Lavery, Emmett G.

CUSHING, CHARLES G. S. The devil in the cheese, a fantastic comedy in three acts by Tom Cushin. William S. Cushing (W); 21Sep55; R565126.

CUSHING, TOM, pseud. SEE Cushing, Charles G. S.

CURRY, WILLIAM S. The devil in the cheese. SEE Cushing, Charles G. S.

DAMAGES, TWO HUNDRED. SEE Taylor, Hica Bromley. Four Jewish sketches.

DANE, CLARENCE, pseud. SEE Ashton, Winifred.

DANE, ESSEX. Mail, a play in one act. @ 10Apr28; D85999. Essex Dane (A); 29Dec55; R160171. The well lifts, a play in one act. @ 17Sep28; D85026. Essex Dane (A); 29Dec55; R160171.

DARA. SEE Lonsdale, Frederick.

DAVIS, KAROLINE WELL. Die Dreigroschenoper. SEE Welll, Kurt.

DAVIS, OWEN. At 446, a mystery play in three acts. @ 22Jun28; D85616. Owen Davis (A); 8Nov55; R155709. Forever after, a play in three acts. @ 9Mar28; 15Jun55. Owen Davis (A); 8Nov55; R155709. A shotgun wedding, a farce in two acts. @ 1May28; D83155. Owen Davis (A); 1Aug55; R53362.

DILLON, RUPERT. Tonight at 12, a comedy in three acts. @ 18Sep28; D86323. Owen Davis (A); 6Sep55; R155256.

DILLS, SIMPSON HART. SEE Hart-Davis, Rupert.

DAY, RUTH E. Poems are really truly, a fairy opera in three acts for children. @ 21Nov26; D72703. Ruth E. Day (A); 15Dec55; R160171.

THE DEAD. SEE Conkles, Ellsworth P.

THE DEAD OF NIGHT. SEE Newton, T.

DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY. SEE Casella, Marie-Therese.

DE JAFFA, K. H. B. La rondine. SEE Fassini, Giacomo.

DELONE, PHARAOH B. Cave-man stuff, a prehistoric opera in two acts. Music by Francis H. Delone; words by Frederick H. Martens. @ 25May28; D72732. Josephine T. Martens (A); 8Mar55; R160171.

DELL, FLOYD. An unmarried father, a comedy in three acts. @ 1Jan26; D82565. Floyd Dell (A); 20Oct55; R159054.

DEMAIRE. La Venere de Deauville. SEE Sylvabell.

DENIAL. SEE Hornsey, Evelyn Grant.

DENNY, ENRICO. Troublesome wives, a comedy in three acts. @ 22Dec27; D85176. Olive Bacsich (E); Douglas Matthews (E); & Troy Brown (E); 30Sep55; R154720.

DESIFMAFA LADY. SEE Lavery, Ernest G.

DESYLVA, B. G. SEE DeSylyva, George.

DESYLVA, GEORGE. Hold everything, a play in two acts. Book by B. G. DeSylyva, l. o. George DeSylyva and John McGown. Text by B. G. DeSylyva and Lew Brown. Music by Ray Henderson. Text only. @ 1Jan26; D85778. Marie DeSylyva (W); 12Jul55; R157227.

DESYLVA, GEORGE. Hold everything, a play in two acts. Book by B. G. DeSylyva, l. o. George DeSylyva, and John McGown. Words by B. G. DeSylyva and Lew Brown. Music by Ray Henderson. Text only. @ 1Jan26; D85778. John McGown (A); 13Jul55; R157200.

DESYLVA, MARIE. Hold everything. SEE DeSylyva, George.

DEVAL, JACQUES, pseud. SEE Boulanan, Jacques.

THE DEVIL IN THE CHEESE. SEE Cushing, Charles G. S.

THE DEVILS. SEE Pride, Leo Bryan.

THE DEVIL'S WAGES. SEE Stuart, Philip.

DEVOPTED ELINS. SEE Constaduros, Mabel.

DIABOLES. SEE DeSylyva, George.

DILLE, GRACE STEARNS. The dragon who wouldn't say please, a fairy tale in three acts. A puppet play. @ 29Jul28; D82084. Grace Stearns Dillery (W); 1Aug55; R53362.

DIM TIMING. SEE Richman, Arthur.
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DIVINE EXPERIMENT. SEE Millholland, Charles Bruce.

DIX, BEULAH MARIE. The girl comes home, a comedy in one act. O 27Dec27; D82229. Beulah Dix Plebee (A); 21Dec55; R156127.

A legend of Saint Nicholas and other plays. O 18Nov77; D82231. Beulah Dix Plebee (A); 20Dec55; R156105.

The Princess Dayshine, a masque of High German Comedy, prologue and epilogue. (In her A legend of Saint Nicholas and other plays) O 17Nov77; D82251. Beulah Dix Plebee (A); Nov55; R159704.

The seal of Wayland's well, a May-day game of England in four acts, prologue and epilogue. (In her A legend of Saint Nicholas and other plays) O 17Nov77; D82250. Beulah Dix Plebee (A); Nov55; R159713.

DOdge, cynthia. See Crawford, Cynthia Dodge.

DOdge, Henry Irving. Slinker's dress suit; a comedy in three acts by Henry Irving Dodge. Laurence Marston, and Edward Paulton. O 31Oct28; D82519. Jessie S. Paulton (W); 20Dec55; R162767.


DOe 17TH PAY. See Ross, Isabel Kaye.

DONALDSON, Jack, pseud. See MacDonald, William J.

DORAN, MARZ. Geolica, a religious drama in three acts. O 11Apr28; D83205. Marie Doran (A); 29Dec55; R161763.

Fast Noel, a bold mystery in three acts. O 21Dec28; D82206. Marie Doran (A); 29Dec55; R161788.

Jane, Jessie, and Jack, a comedy in three acts by Pauline; D8043. Marie Doran (A); 29Dec55; R161764.

The little flower, a religious drama in three acts. O 27Sep28; D8040. Marie Doran (A); 29Dec55; R161776.


DORRILL, KLAUS KULBACHER. Die verbotene Frau. See Dormann, Felix.

THE DRAGON WHO WOULDN'T SAY PLEASE. See Dillley, Grace Stearns.

DRAKE, Emily H. Roseberry shrub, sec. See Drake, Frank C.

DRAKE, Frank C. Roseberry shrub, sec.; a comedy in one act by Frank C. Drake, revised and edited by Emily H. Drake. Published 24. November 77. Beulah H. Drake (A); 9Dec80; R160707.

DRAKE, Frank C. Roseberry shrub; a comedy in one act, revised and edited by Emily H. Drake. O 28Jun28; D84580. Emily H. Drake (A); 9Dec55; R157111.

DREAMBOAT. See Penn, Arthur A.

DIE DRACHENHÖHNER. See Well, Kurt.

DUER, EDWARD W. Bluebeard in Bologna, a fantasy in two acts. O 24Feb28; D82603. Edward Duer (A); 9Dec55; R160708.

DUNNING, FRANCIS, joint author. Night hostess. See Dunning, Philip.

DUNNING, PHILIP. Night hostess; a comedy drama of three acts by Philip Dunning and Frances Dunning. O 28Jun28; D84674. Philip Dunning (A) & Frances Dunning (A); 9Dec55; R158292.

DUNSENAY, EDWARD JOHN MORETON DRAX PLUNKETT, 15TH BARON. Seven modern comedies: Astarta in Wembley; The welcome, The journey of the son. In holy Russia, His sainted grandmother, The hopeless passion of Mr. Bunyon, The jest of Halabala; by Lord Dunnsay. O 26Sep28; D80791. Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett, Lord Dunnsay (A); 9Dec55; R159143.

DUNSENAY, LORD. See Dunnsay, Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett, 15th baron.

DUTTON, ADAMS BARTLETT. Around the world with Girl Scouts. See Dutton, Emma Bartlett.

DUTTON, EMMA BARTLETT. Around the world with Girl Scouts, an international pageant. O 15Feb28; D82970. Adams Bartlett Dutton (C); 9Dec55; R160709.

DYNAMO. See O'Neill, Eugene Gladstone.

EDWARDS, GEORGE. Lady X; Operette in 3 Akten von Ludwig Hess, Musik von George Edwards (Louis Grunenberg). O 4Nov77; D27229. George Edwards (A); 30Dec55; R156237.

Lady X; Operette in 3 Akten von Ludwig Hess, Musik von George Edwards. O 26Oct27; D81927. Elsa Hess (W); 30Dec55; R152739.

ELAINE, THE BOTTCH. See Brissay, Calle C.

ERVINE, ST. JOHN. Four one-act plays: The magnanimous lover, Progress, Ole Georg comes to tea, She was no lady. O 1Mar29; D31499. St. John O. Ervins (A); 29Nov55; R159285.


FAIRIES ARE REALLY TRULY. SEE Day, Ruth E.

THE FALL GUY. See Abbott, George.

THE FASHION SHOW. See Johnson, Mabel P.

FAST COLORS. See Doran, Marie.

FAST LIFE. See Shipman, Samuel.

THE PEGUIN FAMILY. See Chenery, Howard.

FERRARI, Ermanno Wolf. See Wolf-Ferrari, Ermanno.

FERRARI, Guglielmina Wolf. See Wolf-Ferrari, Guglielmina.

FERRIS, WALTER. Takes a holiday. See Casella, Alberto.


FIEVRER, Leon. See Demars.

FIREWORKS. See Jennings, Gertrude E.

FIRST OPPORTUNE. See Ross, Isabel Kaye.

THE FIVE FRANT SASK. See Rafferty, Elving Lawrence.

PIXING SISTER. See Hodge, William T.

THE FLAPPER AND HER FRIENDS. See Crumb, Rosemary.

PLAYIN, MARTIN. The criminal code, a play in three acts. O 12Mar28; D83147. Martin Firin (A); 3Apr28; D83147; D83147.

PHILBE, BEULAH DIX. See Dix, Beulah Marie.

FLOYD, John N. The fourth ring, a melodrama in three acts. O 29Dec28; D87356. Floyd John (A); 30Dec55; R153104.

FOOL'S ERRAND. See Spence, Ballew.

FOOL'S GOLD. See Connors, Barry.

FOOL'S PRANK. See Hodge, William T.

FOR ANY SAKE. See Millholland, Charles Bruce.

FORD, HARRIET. The happy horses, by Harriet Ford and Alina Sprague Tucker. O 25Jun28; D86519. Christine Ilining (K of Harriet Ford); 15Jul55; R152006.

Mr. Susan Peters, a comedy in one act. O 26Dec28; D80589. Christine Ilining (K); 26Dec28; D80589; R151366.

OLD F. Q. See O'Griggin, Harvey. Wanted - woman. A comedy in three acts by Harriet Ford and Alina Sprague Tucker. O 25Jun28; D86478; D86474. Christine Ilining (K of Harriet Ford); 12Jul55; R152005.
DRAMAS AND WORKS PREPARED FOR ORAL DELIVERY

July-Dec.

POWDER, HARLEY. Cont'd. What imagination will do, a comedy in one act. © 220Oct29; D50966. Chrystine Illing; Ed; 250Oct55; R155813.

POWDER NET. SEE Davis, Owen.

THE FORTUNE BALLOT. SEE Rowley, Alec.

POZANUK, GLOVARCHIO. Syl. SEE Wolf-Perrini, Ersamondo.

PRAJISH, SKETCHES. SEE Taylor, Elida Bromley.

PRAOONE ACT PLAYS. SEE Evans, St. John G.

PRAOONE PEOPLE. SEE Molecules, Miles.

PRAOONE PLAYS. SEE Alvarez Quintero, Sarafin.

THE FOURTEENTH CURT. SEE Clark, Barrett H.

THE FOURTH KING. SEE Floyd, John H.

THE FOURTH WALL. SEE Milne, Alan Alexander.

FRANK, JOHANN. Karl und Anna, Schauspiel in 4 Akten. © 6Aug29; D66766. Leonhard; Frank (A); 2Aug55; R155901.

FREEMAN, CAROLYN B. When Santa forgot the Smiths. SEE Wilson, Ira H.

FREEMAN, ETHEL HALE. Heldi: a play for children in a prologue, three acts, and an epilogue. Arranged from Miss Spyri's book. © 25Jan28; D68210. Ethel Hale Freeman (A); 2Nov55; R155955.

FREEMAN, HARRY LAWRENCE. Voodoo, a Negro grand opera in three acts. © 8Jan23; D72739. Vado Lee Freeman (C); 20Dec55; R161289.

FREEMAN, VALDO LEE. Voodoo. SEE Freeman, Harry Lawrence.

FRESH BOGS. SEE Kasper, Arthur LeRoy.

FRIEDEMAC GON. SEE Lehman, Franz.

FRIENDS ALWAYS. SEE Ring, Barbara Taylor.

THE FRONT PAGE. SEE MacArthur, Charles.

FULDA, CARRI H. Memmeson. SEE Fulda, Ludwig.

FULDA, LUDWIG. Memmeson, Lustspiel in 3 Akten. © 20Oct27; D30182. Carl H. Fulda (C); 25Sep55; R156300.

FUNNY FACE. SEE Gershwin, George.

THE FURIES. SEE Akins, Zoe.

G

GAMERA, FELIX, pseud. SEE Pandier, Felix.

GANG WAR. SEE Mack, Willard.


GEIGEL, EDNA. Wild Will, the pet of the plains; or, Her final sacrifice. A pantomime play. Mt: "new material." © 10Jul25; D86721. Edna Geigel (A); 7Sep55; R155918.

GENTLEMAN JUMPER BLINDS. SEE Hager, Koltn.

GEORGE AND THE DRAGON. SEE Mansur, Frank L.

GEORGE, GYTIHEA. Mister Clangers. SEE Newman, Grevitz.

GEROLD, KIT, joint author. Die verbotene Frau. SEE Dornmann, Felix.

GERSHWIN, GEORGE. Funny face, a musical. Libretto by Fred Thompson and Paul Gerri Smith; music by George Gershwin; lyrics by Ira Gershwin. Text only. © 6Jun28; D64215. Clarice Thompson (W); 7Nov55; R159879.

GERSHWIN, IRA. Funny face. SEE Gershwin, George.

GEYER, KAMIL. Kleine Komodie. SEE Geyer, Siegfried.

GEBER, SIGFRID. Kleine Komodie, in 3 Akten. © 27Dec28; D61296. Gudrun. Geyer (W); 1Dec55; R156098.

THE GHOST HUNTERS. SEE Watkins, Lara Woodside.

GILBERT, BERNARD. Prodigal's return, a play in one act. © 9Dec27; D52156. Bernard Gilbert (A); 3Nov55; R155971.

GINN, RICHARD. Destrohlschoner. SEE Weill, Kurt.

GIROUDOUX, JERAN. Siegfried; piece en 4 actes. © 20Jul28; D66552. Suzanne Roland Giraudoux (W); 19Sep55; R157396.

GIROUDOUX, SUZANNE ROLAND. Siegfried. SEE Giraudoux, Jean.

THE GIRL COMES HOME. SEE Dix, Beulah Marie.


GLEN, SMEER. SEE Markus, Maurice.

GIORDONI, FRANK. The Shannon's of Broadway, a comedy in three acts. © 3Mar28; D38102. James Gleason (A); 13Dec55; R161056.

GLICK, CARL CANNON. Got to construct a play in three acts. © 11Sep28; D66179. Carl Cannon Glick (A); 27Dec55; R161568.

GLICK, CARL G. Isn't it done, a play in one act. © 20Jul28; D69393. Carl Glick (A); 13Dec55; R161039.

GLOVER, DOROTHY. Old-fashioned, a melodrama in one act. © 3Oct28; D69396. Carl Cannon Glick (A) 13Dec55; R161040.

GLICK, CARL C. Old-fashioned, a play in one act. © 20Jul28; D69393. Carl Cannon Glick (A); 13Dec55; R161040.

GLICK, CARL G. Old-fashioned, a play in one act. © 20Jul28; D69393. Carl Cannon Glick (A); 13Dec55; R161040.

GOLDEN, JOHN. Eve the Fifth. SEE Nicholson, John Kenyon.

DIE GODSKE MEISTERIN. SEE Bysler, Edmund.

GOLDSMITH, SAMUEL. Possession. SEE Selwyn, Edgar.

GÖNE BARKE. SEE Mansur, Frank L.

THE GOOD HOPE. SEE Heijermans, Herman.

GOOD NIGHT, CAROLINE. SEE Seller, Conrad.

THE GOODBYE. SEE Green, Paul.

GORDON, LEON. The men upstairs, a mystery play in three acts. © 10Dec27; D62025. Leon Gordon (A); 15Nov55; R155925.

THE GOSSEST SEX. SEE Gratian, Lawrence.

GOULD, BEATRICE BLACKMORE, joint author. Man's estate. SEE Gould, Charles Bruce.

GOULD, BRUCE. SEE Gould, Charles Bruce.

GOLD, JOSEPH H. Police Headquarters, a melodrama in two acts. © 18Jan28; D66145. Joseph H. Grumman (A); 25Nov55; R155916.

GRANDFATHER'S CHRISTMAS. SEE Wilson, Ira B.

GRANVILLE-BARKER, HARLEY, tr. Four plays. SEE Alvarez Quintero, Sarafin.

GRANVILLE-BARKER, HELEN, tr. Four plays. SEE Alvarez Quintero, Sarafin.

GRATTAN, LAWRENCE. The gossipy comedy, a three plays. © 1Nov27; D63727. Lawrence Grattan (A); 21Sep55; R156122.

GREEN, PAUL. The gossips, a play in one act. (In his In the valley and other Carolina plays) © 7Jan28; D62021. Paul Green (A); 10Nov55; R155919.

GREEN, PAUL. In the valley and other Carolina plays. © 7Jan28; D62021. Paul Green (A); 10Nov55; R155919.

GREEN, PAUL. In the valley and other Carolina plays. © 7Jan28; D62021. Paul Green (A); 10Nov55; R155919.

GREEN, PAUL. Quare medicine, a play in one act. (In his In the valley and other Carolina plays) © 7Jan28; D62021. Paul Green (A); 10Nov55; R155919.

Saturdays night, a play in one act. (In his In the valley and other Carolina plays) © 7Jan28; D62021. Paul Green (A); 10Nov55; R155919.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

GREM, WILLIAM A.
Nice women. O 23Feb25; D92863.
William A. Greer (A); 192655; R151133.

GREY, CLIFFORD. Joint author.
Mister Ginders. SEE Newman, Greatrex.

GRUBB, CLARK N.
The lady of the terrace. SEE Penn, Arthur A.

GRUENWALD, ALFRED.
Die goldene Melisenda. SEE Evaler, Edmund.

GUARANY TRUST CO.
Bed and board. SEE Burke, Edwin.

THE GUEST OF HONOR. SEE Hodge, William T.

GUTHRY, SACHA.
Mariette. SEE Strauss, Oscar.

THE GYSPY. SEE Clements, Colin Campbell.

H

HACKETT, MARION LORNE.
77 Park Lane. SEE Hackett, Walter.

HACKETT, WALTER.
77 Park Lane, a play in three acts. © 1Nov21; D67229. Marion Lorne Hackett (H); 2Nov55; R159367.

HAFF, EUGENE G.
Apple blossom time, a comedy in three acts. © 1May28; D80381. Eugene G. Hafer (A); 7Sep55; R155520.

HAFF, KOLIN.
Gentlemen prefer blonds, a minstrel travesty with music. Text only. © 13Sep28; D50267. Kolin Hager (A); 26Sep55; R155565.

HALI, W. R. H. SEE Hughes, Habette.

HAMMERSTEIN, OSCAR, II.
The new moon. SEE Romberg, Sigmund.

HAMPSON, LORD. SEE Parkinson, Herbert S.

HANNA, ROBERT.
Call it a day, a comedy in three acts. © 20Oct27; D81604. Robert Hanna (A); 13Oct55; R157464.

THE HAPPY ROBES. SEE Ford, Harriet.

HARRISON, K. HARRIS. SEE Napoleon passes.

HARDCASTLE, MARY ELIZABETH.
Paria. SEE Brown, Martin.

HART-WARDEN, BRUNO.
Hochzeit in Hollywood. SEE Strauss, Oscar.

HARRIS, ELMER.
Merry wives, a farce in three acts. © 15Oct28; D96770. Elmer Harris (A); 26Oct55; R155580.
The modern virgin. © 20Jun28; D64136. Elmer Harris (A); 10Jul55; R152904.

HART, THOMAS A.
The phantoms. SEE Pakenham, T. Compton.

HARRIS, DAVID. JOY.
A man with red hair. SEE Levy, Hannah W.

HATCH, ERIC.
A couple of quick ones, a play in three acts. © 5Jan28; D81136. Eric Hatch (A); 29Dec55; R161677.

HAUPTMANN, ELIZABETH, tr.
Die Dreigroschenoper. SEE Well, Kurt.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE QUEEN? SEE Bartene, Lindsay.

HARRIET, JOHN E.
What the hell; by John E. Hazzard and Kenneth Webb, adapted from John Barrie's Daisie the house on the Styx, and The pursuit of the house boat. © 12Sep28; D68595. Mrs. John E. Hazzard (H) & Kenneth Webb (A); 20Sep55; R156101.

HARRIET, MRS. JOHN E.
What the hell. SEE Hazzard, John E.

THE HEART OF CHRISTMAS. SEE Geibel, Adam.

HECHT, BEN, Joint author.
The front page. SEE MacArthur, Charles.

HEDL, SEE Freeman, Ethel Hal.

HELMER,JERMAN, HERMAN.
The good hope, a drama of the sea in four acts, translated from the Dutch by Lilian Saunders and Caroline Helmertt Huisman. Foreword by J. Brooks Atkinson. © 3Jan26; D82611. Lilian Saunders (H) & Helmertt Huisman (A); 2Jan55; R156989.

HELEN AND JOHN. SEE Rice, Elmer.

HELEN-HERMAN.
SEE Wright, Hartiska E.

HER OVAL SADFUTON. SEE Geisler, Edna. Wild Nell, the pot of the plains.

HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND. SEE Faulkton, Edward A.

HERBERT, A. F.
Two gentlemen of scoho, a play in one act. © 15Oct27; D28114. A. F. Herbert (A); 30Sep55; R156739.

HERVEY'S HOME. SEE Thompson, Fred.

HEUSER, ELLA.

HEUSER, LIDMIL.

HICKS, BELAILINE.
Bluebell in fairyland. SEE Hicks, Seymour.

HICKS, SEYMOUR.
Bluebell in fairyland, a musical dream play in two acts by Seymour Hicks. Letters by Aubrey Howard; music by Walter Slaughter. Text only. © 9Nov27; D81792. Blaine-Harsh (H); 20Nov55; R155163.

THE HIGH ROAD. SEE Longfellow, Frederick.

HILACK, SEE Mrton, Fred Kennedy.

HINCKLEY, THEODORE R.
Valentines. SEE Riley, Alice C. D.

HIS MAJESTY, THE QUEEN. SEE Booth, Hilliard.

HONGRITZ IN HOLLYWOOD. SEE Strauss, Oscar.

HODGE, HELEN.
Beware of dogs. SEE Hodge, William T.

HODGES, WILIAM.
For all of us. SEE Hodge, William T.

THE QUANTITY OF HONOR. SEE Hodge, William T.

THE JUDGE'S HUSBAND. SEE Hodge, William T.

THE ROAD TO HAPINESS. SEE Hodge, William T.

HODGE, WILLIAM T.
Beware of dogs, a satirical tale in three acts. (In The plays of William Hodge, vol.1) © 1Jan28; D66520. Helen Hodge (H); 15Jan35; R153049.

FIXING SISTER, a comedy drama of New York life in four acts. (In The plays of William Hodge, vol.1) © 1Jan28; D66521. Helen Hodge (H); 15Jan35; R153051.

STAFF OF ALL, a play in three acts. (In The plays of William Hodge, vol.1) © 1Jan28; D66522. Helen Hodge (H); 15Jan35; R153050.

STAFF OF HONOR. SEE Hodge, William T.

THE JUDGE'S HUSBAND, a three-act comedy. (In The plays of William Hodge, vol.2) © 1Jan28; D66523. Helen Hodge (H); 15Jan35; R153052.

THE MAN AT HOME, a mystery comedy in four acts. (In The plays of William Hodge, vol.2) © 1Jan28; D66524. Helen Hodge (H); 15Jan35; R153046.

THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS, a comedy in four acts. (In The plays of William Hodge, vol.2) © 1Jan28; D66525. Helen Hodge (H); 15Jan35; R153046.

HÖMENSONNE. SEE Pulda, Ludwig.

HOFMANNSTHAL, HUGO VON.
Die Agyptische Helena. SEE Strauss, Richard.

HOGAN, MICHAEL.
Watch-wife; a drama in one act, by Michael Hogan and Mabel Constanoura. © 28Aug27; D82500. Mabel Constanoura (H); 30Sep55; R156729.

HOLD EVERYTHING. SEE DeSylva, George.

HOLIDAY. SEE Barry, Philip.

HOLLER, MAUR, Joint author.
Queens tapestry. SEE Mitchell, Fanny Godd.

HOLLYWOOD HOUSE. SEE Kidder, Edward.

HOLMAN, EDNA H., tr.
Neptune's theatre. SEE Lessacott, Marco.

THE HOPE OF THE SPINGARNS. SEE Stutely, Louise.

HOPWOOD, AURH.
Bluebell in fairyland. SEE Hicks, Seymour.

HORSEY, EVELYN GIANT.
Dental. © 7Mar26; D83331. Evelyn Grant Hayes (A); 7Sep55; R155511.

HOTWICK, CAROLINE HELMER, tr.
The good hope. SEE Helmersman, Herman.

HUGHES, SABERTE.
Moon Corn (A), a farce in one act. © 9Jul28; D84660. Sabertte Hughes (Mrs. H. H. Hall) (A); 7Sep55; R155595.

HUGHES, RATCHER.
WAKE UP, PATRICK; a comedy in prologue and three acts, by Ratcher Hughes and Elmer L. Rice. © 1Aug27; D68912. Janet Hughes (H) & Elmer L. Rice (A); 29Dec55; R161765.
HUGHES, JAY. Wake up, Jonathan. See Hughes, Hatcher.

HUNTINGTON'S BUTTOM PUSHERS. See Kasar, Arthur LeRoy.

HUXT, MAID. Mrs. Larkin's lodger. See Pauli, H. M.

HURLEY, JANE, joint author. Yes, yes! Go on. See Andreas, Eveline.

HYMER, ELION. The cabaret boys. See Shipman, Samuel.

HYMER, JOHN B., joint author. The cabaret boys. See Shipman, Samuel.


A HYMN ON THE MAKING OF CHRIST'S NATIVITY. See Pitts, Kate Duval.

ILLING, CHRISTINE. The happy hoboes. See Ford, Harriet.

MR. SUSAN PETERS. See Ford, Harriet.

OLD F. Q. See O'Higgins, Harvey.

Wanted - money. See Ford, Harriet.

What imagination will do. See Ford, Harriet.

THE IMP. See Gecold, Erastus.

IN A WINDOW. See Seller, Conrad.

IN THE VALLEY. See Green, Paul.

INSIDE MAN. See Bell, Charles W.

ZAT SO? See Gleason, James.

IT ISN'T DONE. See Glick, Carl.

ITALY. See Milne, Alan Alexander.

JACKSON, OSWELL LEONARD. The sawdust trail, a comedy drama in three acts. S83Jan28; D64458. Oswell Leonard Jackson (A); S5un35; R5h130.


JANE, JESSIE, AND JACK. See Doran, Marie.

JENNIH, BELA. Paganiini. See Lehr, Franz.

JENKINS, GERTRUDE E. Fireworks, a comedy in one act. C Nov27; BSC16. Gertrude E. Jennings (A); C87ep55; R15125.

SPOT, a comedy in one act. C 11Nov27; D81381. Gertrude E. Jennings (A); C87ep55; R15124.

JILTED. See Clements, Florence Averson.

JIMMY JENKINS HALLOWEEN. See Sharpe, Margaret.

JOE'S KINFOLKS. See Bailey, Loretto Carroll.

JOHN, CONSTANCE D. It's a wise child. See Johnson, Lenny E.

What Anne brought home. See Johnson, Lenny E.

JOHNSON, LARRY E. It's a wise child, a comedy in three acts. C 10Nov28; D67215. Constance D. Johnson (A); C87ep55; R15125.

What Anne brought home, a comedy-drama in three acts. C 11Oct28; D85070. Constance D. Johnson (A); C87ep55; R15125.

JOHNSON, MABEL F. The show, a play in one act. C 12Dec27; D62118. Mabel F. Johnson (A); C30ep55; R157460.

JOHNSON, MADELINE C. The club's husband, a one-act farce. C 23Feb28; D80110. Madeleine C. Johnson (A); C87ep55; R155517.

What price presidency, a play in one act. C 5Mar20; D85953. Madeleine C. Johnson (A); C87ep55; R155517.

JONES, MINNIE BRISSAY, joint author. Silver, the boath. See Brissey, Calile C.

THE JOY BUYERS. See Lobell, William.

THE JUDGE'S HUSBAND. See Hodge, William T.

JUST AN INTERVIEW. See Keightley, Mabel S.

KARES, MILOSE. Schwanda, der Daudelackpfeifer. See Weinberger, Jaromir.

Svanda dudak. See Weinberger, Jaromir.

KARES, MILOSE. See Kares, Milos.

KARG, UND ANNA. See Frank, Leonard.

KASAR, ARTHUR LEROY. Diamonds and detectives; or, The ladies put on a show. A foolish farce in two acts. C 7May20; D83166. Arthur LeRoy Kasar (A); S8ep55; R155522.

FRESH EGGS, a farce or fun in two acts. C 4Sep28; D8996. Arthur LeRoy Kasar (A); S8ep55; R155555.

Humbug, a button pushers, a minstrel afterpiece. C 11Mar23; D8396. Arthur LeRoy Kasar (A); S8ep55; R155537.

One swallow, one dollar. C 1May28; D83825. Arthur LeRoy Kasar (A); S8ep55; R155522.

KEIGHTLEY, MABEL S. Just an interview, a sketch. C 1Jun26; D81161. Mabel S. Keightley (A); C87ep55; R155541.

KEITH, ROBERT. The nighted, a comedy in three acts. Prompt book. C 19Oct27; D82015. Robert Keith (A); C87ep55; R155541.

KELLY, GEORGE. Behold the bridegroom, a play in three acts. C 10Mar23; D31373. George Kelly (A); C87ep55; R151073.

KENTUCKY. See Carpenter, Edward Chilus.

KETZER. See Swirling, Joseph.

KIDDER, AUGUSTA RAYMOND. Hollywood house. See Kiddil, Edward.

KIDDOR, EDWARD. Hollyhock house, the tale of a prettytypist; a one-act playlet by Edward and Augusta Raymond Kiddor. C 2Jul28; D65609. Augusta Raymond Kiddor (A); C87ep55; R157505.

KIDNAPPED. See Shipman, Samuel.

KIMBALL, RUTH PUTNAM. Lyre, or, the soiler of purple. A pageant for Easter. C 9Jul28; D64601. Ruth Putnam Kimball (Mrs. Lloyd Smith) (A); S7ep55; R155545.

KISLINGO MAKIDES. See Geyer, Siegfried.

KNEFLER, PAULIN. Paganiini. See Lehr, Franz.

KÖNIGSMAKES. See Neumann, Alfred.

LACKATE, WILTON, JR. Lovel. C 15Sep28; D86359. Wilton Lackates, Jr. (A); S8ep55; R156313.


LADY, ESTHER BEB. Where is my marry, a comedy in three acts. C 30Jan23; D82590. Esther Be Dodge (A); C87ep55; R151807.

THE LADY OF THE TERRACE. See Penn, Arthur A.

LADY, SEE Edwards, George.

LAFAYETTE. See McFadden, Elizabeth A.

THE LAST OF THE JONESES. See Watkins, Laura Woodside.

THE LAST RHEASOAL. See Penn, Arthur A.

LAUGHER, HOLF. Setumall. See Reznicek, Emil Mikolaj von.

LAVERTY, ENNETH G. Bedtime wagon, an ironic comedy in three acts. C 30Jan28; D82571. Enneth G. Laverty (A); C87ep55; R157676.

Crusade, a comedy in three acts. C 2Mar23; D83261. Enneth G. Laverty (A); C87ep55; R157676.

Desperate lady, a mystery in three acts. C 19Jun22; D83382. Enneth G. Laverty (A); C87ep55; R157676.

THE LAWYERS DICTIONARY. See Simpson, Seaman L.

LEAVE IT TO ME. See Clements, Florence Hyerson.

A LEGEND OF SAINT NICHOLAS AND OTHER PLAYS. See Diz, Seulah Marie.

LA LEGENDA DEL DORMIENTE NESVILLETI. See Wolf-Ferrari, Ilma Oly.

LEHAR, FRANZ PAPAHSAY. See Paphasay Lehr, Franz.

LEHAR, FRANZ. Friederike Böön; Singspiel in 3 Akten. See Lehr, Franz.

LEHNER, WOLFGANG. See Lehr, Franz.

LEHNER, WOLFGANG. See Lehr, Franz.
Paganini, operette romantique en trois actes de Andre Aulvoire, d'apres Paul Knoepfer et Felix Jenbach. Musique de Franz Lehnr. © 20Jun25; D63764. Francis Papas- 
phas Lehr (HK); 1346355; R153259.

Paganini, operette romantique en 3 
actes de Andre Aulvoire, d'apres 
Paul Knoepfer et Felix Jenbach. 
Musique de Franz Lehnr. Partition 
piano & chant. © 15Apr28; 
D63769. Francis Pappas Lehr 
(HK); 1346355; R153259.

Leonard, Martin. 
The immortal beloved, a fantastic 
possibility in one act. © 20Dec27; D61913. Leo 
Leonard (A); 130455; R157459.

Lescahcert, Margo. 
Neptune's theatre; the first existing 
play written and produced in 
North America, in one act, 
translated from the French by Edna B. 
Holman. © 31Oct27; D61738. Edna B. 
Holman; 783655; R155445.

Levy, Benn W. 
A man with red hair, a play in 
three acts by Hulbert Walpole and 
Benn W. Levy. © 9Apr28; 
D63865. Rupert Hart-Davis (R of 
H. Walpole) & Benn W. Levy (A); 
22Mar155; R153819.

A man with red hair, a play in 
three acts. © 24Apr28; D63766. 
Benn W. Levy (A); 22Mar155; 
R153819.

Levis, Cecil, tr. 
Pimpua and Caxa. See Mohr, Max.

Levis, Seanan, pseud. 
See Simpson, Seanan L.

Lightheart, Norman, pseud. 
See Wilson, Ira B.

Limburg, Elizabeth Van. 
See Van Limburg, Elizabeth.

The Little Flower. 
See Doran, Marie.

Little Heaven. 
See Printzlau, Olga.

Little Things. 
See McMullan, J. C.

Living Doll. 
See Millholland, Charles Bruce.

La Livree de M. Le Comte. 
See Clocroset, Frangois de.

Lobell, William. 
The joy buyers; or, Wives on sale. 
A play in five acts. © 4Nov27; 
D61649. William Lobell (A); 
23Jan55; R156269.

Loehner, Fritz. 
Friederike Brion. See Lehner, Fritz.

Long, John Luthern, joint author. 
Remembrance. See Carpenter, 
Edward Childs.

Long, Pierce. 
The Persians of Aesoprius. 
© 9Jul28; D64882. Pierce Long 
(A); 7Sep54; R155011.

Londale, Frederick. 
Daria. © 27Aug28; D66605. Leslie 
Brooke Londale (W); 6Oct55; 
R157013.

The high road, a comedy in three 
acts. Rev. and rewritten as an 
acting ed. © 2Sep28; D64640. 
Leslie Brooke Londale (W); 
6Oct55; R157002.

The high road, a play in three acts. 
© 23Dec27; D63941. Leslie 
Brooke Londale (W); 13Oct55; 
R157462. On approval, a comedy in three acts. 
Rewritten and revised. © 30Oct28; 
D65607. Leslie Brooke 
Londale (W); 21Nov55; R153965.

Londale, Leslie Brooke. 
Daria. See Londale, Frederick. 
The high road. See Londale, 
Frederick. On approval. See Londale, 
Frederick.

The Loop. See Clements, Florence 
Sherman.

Loft. See Crocker, Earl.

Lorrie. See Ross, Isabel Kaye.

Lorentz Pub. Co. 
Grandfather's Christmas. See 
Wilson, Ira B.

To all people. See Sumner, 
Dorothea Lehman. When 
Santa forgot the Smiths. See 
Wilson, Ira B.

Locking, Selden. 
Reluctant Romeo, a play in three 
acts by Selma Hecht and Robert 
Baker. © 7May28; D63618.

Selden Lorday (A); 7Sep55; 
R155935.

Love in a French Kitchen. 
See Clements, Colin.

The Love Lesson. See Connors, Barry.

Lovett. See Lackaye, Wilson, Jr.

Lovel, Edwin. 
Tell a woman. © 10Mar28; 
D63942. Edith Lovell (A); 
7Sep55; R155935.

Lucy Girl. See Purcell, Gertrude.

Lydia. See Kimball, Ruth Putnam.

The Lynx. See MacDonald, William J.

---

M

Ma Soeur by M. See Herr, George.

Macarthur, Charles. 
The front page, a play in three 
acts by Charles MacArthur and Ben 
Hecht. © 10May28; D63856. 
Charles MacArthur (A) & Ben 
Hecht (A); 8Jul55; R152805.

Macarthy, William, pseud. 
See Palmer, John F. J.

MacDonald, William J. 
The blue dragon, a play in five 
parts by Jack MacDonald, pseud. 
of William J. MacDonald. © 3Sep27; 
D60913. William J. MacDonald (A); 
25Aug55; R156906.

The Lynx, a dramatic tale of 
Greenwich Village, a play in 
five parts, by Jack Donaldson, pseud. 
© 31Dec27; D62337. William J. 
MacDonald (A); 12Oct65; R156132.

McArdle, Elizabeth A. 
Lafayette, words and lyrics for a 
musical play in two parts and 
five scenes by C. B. Chorpenning 
and R. Hofman. Rev. ed. © 25Nov27; 
D61852. Elizabeth A. 
McArdle (A); 25Sep65; R156309.

McKinely, Phyllis. 
Toy shop. See High, Gladys.

Mogran, John, joint author. 
Hold everything. See DeBry, 
George.

Mack, Beatrice L. 
Gang war. See Mack, Willard.

Mack, Willard. 
Gang war, a modern melodrama 
in three acts by Willard Mack, pseud. 
of Charles W. McMullin. © 13Sep28; 
D66873. Beatrice B. 
Mack (W); 20Sep55; R157170.

McLoughlin, Charles W. See 
Mack, Willard.

MacMillan, Mary. 
Paired off, a comedy in one act. 
© 27Jan28; D62600. Margaret S. 
Bell (HK); 13Oct65; R159330.

McMullen, J. C. 
A new high. © 8Jan28; D63812. 
J. C. McMullen (A); 7Sep55; 
R155926.

Liten things, a play in three acts. 
© 1Mar28; D65893. J. C. McMullen 
(A); 7Sep55; R155926.

The road home, a comedy drama 
in three acts by Joseph Carlton, pseud. 
© 8Mar28; D63895. J. C. McMullen 
(A); 7Sep55; R155926.

McKally, John. 
Paper chase, a comedy in three acts. 
© 11Aug27; D60579. John 
McKally (A); 6Jul55; R152664.

MacPherson, La Du Hocher. 
Bound to happen, a play in three acts. 
© 13Apr28; D63860. La Du 
Hocher MacPherson (A); 25Jul55; 
R153737.

The Mad Honeymoon. 
See Connors, Barry.

Mahagony. See Wills, Kurt.

Mail. See Dane, Essex.

Matt Bolaro & Son. See Barr, 
Georges.

Mallerson, Miles. 
Four people, a comedy in three acts. 
© 10Apr28; D63860. William 
Mallerson (A); 9Nov55; R159411.

Mallerson, William Miles. 
See Mallerson, Miles.

The Man at Home. See Hodge, 
William T.

The Man Higher Up. See Olson, 
Esther B.

The Man on the House. See Green,
Paul.

The Man Upstairs. See Gordon, Leon.

A Man with Red Hair. See Levy, 
Benn W.

Marbel, Frank. 
The new moon. See Romberg, 
George.

Marheimmer, Mildred K. 
Out of step. See Manheimer, 
Wallace A.

Pick your husband. See Manheimer, 
Wallace A.

Marheimmer, Wallace A. 
Out of step, a drama in three acts, 
by Wallace A. Manheimer and I. 
Paul. © 1Aug28; D57779. Mildred 
M. Manheimer (W); 19Dec55; 
R161113.

Pick your husband, a comedy in three acts. 
© 22Jun28; D61381. 
Mildred M. Manheimer (W); 19Dec55; 
R161113.

May's Estate. See Gould, Charles 
Bruce.
For art's sake; or, All for art. A comedy of the arts of painting and dancing. In three acts, by Marchal Millholland, pseud. of C. B. Millholland. © 25 Oct 28; D66100. Charles Bruce Millholland (A); 8 Nov 25; R135709.

Living God, a romantic and spectacular melodrama of the soul of man in three acts, by Marchal Millholland, pseud. of C. B. Millholland. © 2 Jan 29; D62960. Charles Bruce Millholland (A); 8 Nov 25; R135702.

Satan and son; satire comedy in seven scenes by Marchal Millholland, pseud. of C. B. Millholland. © 13 Jan 28; D62623. Charles Bruce Millholland (A); 8 Nov 25; R135703.

Tower of Babel; or, City of sin. A play in five scenes, by Marchal Millholland, pseud. of C. B. Millholland. © 19 Dec 27; D72727. Charles Bruce Millholland (A); 2 Dec 25; R135706.

MILLHOLLAND, MARCHAL, pseud. of C. B. Millholland, Charles Bruce. MILNE, ALAN ALEXANDER. The fourth wall, a detective story in three acts, by Alan A. Milne. © 20 Oct 29; D63242. Alan Alexander Milne (A); 13 Jan 25; R135915.

The ivory door, a legend in a prologue and three acts. © 26 Oct 28; D65081. Alan Alexander Milne (A); 8 Nov 25; R135708.

MIM, SEE Belasco, David.

MISTER CLINDERS. SEE Newman, Greataex.

MR. SUSAN PETENS. SEE Ford, Harriet.

MRS. LARKIN'S LODGER, SEE Pauli, H. M.

MILLHOLLAND, CHARLES BRUCE. Plimpus and caa; or, The North Pole flibber. A comedy of the far North in five scenes. Done into English by Susan Bunn and Cecil Lewis. © 11 Nov 27; D62117. Cecil Lewis (A) & Susan Bunn (A); 100 Oct 25; R135728.

Plimpus and caa; or, The North Pole flibber. A comedy of the far north in five scenes, done into English by Susan Bunn and Cecil Lewis. © 2 Oct 28; D6202. Susan Bunn (A) & Cecil Lewis (A); 100 Oct 25; R135728.

MOLNER, FERENC. Olympia, vigetélték három felvonásban. © 26 Nov 28; D69977. Cili Darvas Molnar (W); 16 Nov 25; R135660.

MOLNER, LILLI DARVAS. Olympia. SEE Molnar, Ferenc.

MONEY FOR JUMP. SEE Hughes, Bettee.

MONJAD, LA VENUS DE ZEAUDE. SEE Sylvahel.

MONTAGNE, LA VENUS DE ZEAUDE. SEE Sylvahel.

MORMON, THE VULVULAR; a mystery melodrama of the air in three acts by Molbert Moore, Earl Crocker, and Lowell Brentano. © 5 Jan 29; D62900. Frances Brentano (W); 16 Nov 25; R135888.

MOTHER EARTH. SEE Warshawsy, Samuel Jesus.

MOTHER'S DAY. SEE Bigelow, Ethel Van der Veer.

MURDER HAS BEEN ARRANGED. SEE Willison, David.

MUSDOCK, LAURIE GEORGE. Four Jewish sketches. SEE Taylor, Max Bromley.

MURPHY, RALPH. The night-mare, a mystery travesty in a prologue and three acts. © 9 Dec 27; D82003. Ralph F. Murphy (A); 15 Nov 25; R135906.

MYTON, FRED KENNEDY. »IACK, a comedy drama in three acts. © 9 Dec 27; D82193. Fred Kennedy Morton (A); 20 Dec 25; R135730.

N.

NANCAY, SEE La Venus de Zevaude. SEE Sylvahel.

NAPOLEON PASSEES, A Russian rhapsody in two acts, words by David Burnham and others; music by E. Harris Harvard and others. © 13 Dec 27; D82122. E. Harris Harvard (A); 12 Feb 25; R135647.

NELSON, MARION LAWFRENCE. Spirals, a play in one act. © 31 Jan 28; D83966. Marion Lawrence Nelson (A); 29 Nov 25; R135915.

NEPTUNE'S THEATRE. SEE Lescherot, Marc.

NEUMANN, ALFRED. Königsmaske, a drama in 5 acts. © 13 Jun 28; D83632. Kitty Neumann (W); 20 Dec 25; R135726.

NEUMANN, KITTY. Königsmaske. SEE Neumann, Alfred.

THE NEW MOON. SEE Homberg, Sigmund.

NEWBREX, MISTER CLINDERS, a musical play in two acts by Greataex Newman and C. Fororth. Text only. © 7 Sep 28; D82145. Dorothy Gray (C of G. Gray) Cynthia Georgiev (C of G. Gray) & June Silver (C of G. Gray); 15 Sep 25; R135680.

NICE WOMEN. SEE Grew, William A.

NICHOLSON, JOHN KENYON. Eva the Fifth; the odyssey of a Tom show in three acts, by John Kenyon Nicholson and John Golden. © 31 Oct 28; D82129. John Kenyon Nicholson (A); 14 Nov 25; R135930.

THE NEFY SHOP. SEE Carrington, Otto M.

NIGHT HOSTESS. SEE Dunning, Philip.

THE NIGHT-MARE. SEE Murphy, Ralph.

NIGHT SHIP. SEE Collins, Wilson.

NO MORE CHILDREN. SEE Boss, Isaac Kaye.

NO ROOM AT THE INN. SEE Olson, Esther E.

THE NORTH POLE FIBBER. SEE Mohr, Max. Plimpus and Caa.

LA NOUVA COLONIA. SEE Pimandel, Luigi.

O'BRIEN, JAMES HENRY. Marching men, a play in one act. © 9 Dec 27; D82182. James Henry O'Brien (A); 13 Oct 25; R135711.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

O'CASEY, SEAN
The silver tessal, a tragi-comedy in four acts. © 12Jun25; D684140. Sean O'Casey (A); 29Aug55; R549905.

O'DONOGHUE, ANNA G.
Old F. Q. SEE O'Donoghue, Harvard.

O'DONOGHUE, HARVARD.
Old F. Q., a play in three acts by Harvard O'Donoghue and Harrriet Ford. © 25Feb30; D80578. Anna G. O'Donoghue (W) & Christine Illing (E of H. Ford); 25Feb55; R161797.

O'DONOGHUE, HARVARD.
Old F. Q. SEE O'Donoghue, Harvard.

OLD SANTA CLAUS REMEMBERS. SEE Trout, Ethel Wendell.

AN OLD TIME DISTRICT SCHOOL. SEE Kaser, Arthur LeRoy.

OLSON, RUTH E.
The man higher up, a comedy in three acts. © 30Jul12; D84936. Esther E. Olson (A); 7Sep55; R155555.

PERILOUS, SIEGFRIED.
No room at the inn, a play for the Christmas season telling the story of "The crooked mouthed lamp." © 30Jun12; D82486. Esther E. Olson (A); 7Sep55; R155555.

PERILOUS, SIEGFRIED.
Parlor tricks, a one-act play for women, but of interest to men. © 30Jul12; D84936. Esther E. Olson (A); 7Sep55; R155555.

PERILOUS, SIEGFRIED.
Some little ritz. © 10Aug12; D84938. Esther E. Olson (A); 7Sep55; R155555.

UP in the attic, a play in one act. © 16May25; D83940. Esther E. Olson (A); 7Sep55; R155555.

OLYMPIA. SEE Kolmar, Ferenc.

ON APPROVAL. SEE Lonsdale, Frederick.

ON THE LOT. SEE Clements, Florence Ryerson.

ON THE WAY HOME. SEE Pride, Leo Bryan.

ONE SMALLER, ONE DOLLAR. SEE Kaser, Arthur LeRoy.

O'NEILL, CAROLTA MONTEREY.
Dynamic. SEE O'Neill, Eugene Gladstone.

O'NEILL, EUGENE GLADSTONE.
Dynamic; in three parts. © 3Nov20; D86405. Carolta Monterey O'Neill (W); 26Oct55; R543919.

OPENSHAW, CHARLES ELTON.
All the king's horses, a comedy in three acts. © 28Dec27; D91640. Charles Elton Openshaw (A); 30Sep55; R156730.

O'REILLY, J. A.
Traffic in Crime. SEE Fellock, Channing.

GOODS, ERASTUS.
The imp, a farce comedy in two acts. © 8Dec27; D91640. Erastus Osgood (A); 1Mar55; R37463.

OSTROVSKY, ALEXANDER.
Vospainitnitsa. SEE Seymour, John Lawrence.

OUR DOGS. SEE Savoir, Alfred.

OUT OF STEP. SEE Hameliner, Wallace A.

OUTCLASSED. SEE Glick, Carl.

OVER THE BORDER. SEE Thomas, Albert E.

PAGANINII. SEE Lehár, Franz.

PAGE, FRANK RUSSELL.
Adopted by Santa Claus, a jolly Christmas play, in one act. © 30Dec28; D85136. Frank Russell Page (A); 7Sep55; R155555.

PAKENHAM, T. COMPTON.
The phonetone, by T. Compton Pakenham and Thomas A. Hart. © 20Sep28; D86516. April Productions, Inc. (Fwh); 26Sep55; R156302.

PAXTON, HERBERT S.
The scarlet mantile. SEE Paxton, Mary.

PAXTON, MARY.
The scarlet mantile, a play in one act. © 26Jul28; D86329. Herbert S. Paxton, Lord Hampton (W); 29Dec55; R161794.

PALMER, JOHN F. J.
Crooked money, a play in three acts by H. McCarthy, pseud. © 21Dec27; D93369. Felix Ganders (Felix Pansler); 20Dec55; R161297.

PAPER CHASE. SEE McNally, John.

PAPAZAY LEHAR, FRANCIS.
Paganini. SEE Lehár, Franz.

PARIS. SEE Brown, Martin.

PARIS BOUND. SEE Barry, Philip.

PARLOR ROCKS. SEE Olson, Esther E.

LE PASSAGE DE VENUS. SEE Barr, Georges.

PASSING BROMPTON ISLAND.SEE Brandon Thomas, Jevan.

PATCHWORK. SEE Brandon-Thomas, Jevan.

PAUL, J.
Out of step. SEE Manheimer, Wallace A.

PAUL ROBS PETERS SEE Taylor, Ada Bromley, Four Jewish Sketches.

PAUL, Z. M.
Mrs. Larrin's Lodger, a play in one act. © 19Nov27; D81834. Maud Hunt (Q); 26Sep55; R156308.

PAULTON, EDWARD.
Schiller's Uncle, a farce in three acts. Based on the noble art by Eille Morwood. © 12Oct27; D91338. Jessie S. Paulton (W); 29Jan55; R156309.

PAULTON, EDWARD.
Her temporary husband, a comedy in three acts. © 19Aug28; D83272. Jessie S. Paulton (W); 26Sep55; R161760.

PAULTON, EDWARD.
Skinner's dress suit. SEE Dodge, Henry Irving.

PAULTON, EDWARD.
Your Uncle Dudley, a farce in three acts, based on the noble art by Eille Morwood. © 27Sep28; D85956. Jessie S. Paulton (W); 26Sep55; R161786.

PAULTON, EDWARD.
Her temporary husband. SEE Paulton, Edward A.

PAULTON, EDWARD A.
Skinner's dress suit. SEE Dodge, Henry Irving.

PAYNE, BEN IDEN. SEE Payne, Iden.

PAYNE, Iden.
Where love is, a parable in one act, dramatised from Tolstoy's story Where Love is. SEE Where Love is. Also. © 5May28; D83817. Iden Payne (Ben Iden Payne) (A); 20Sep55; R156542.

PEARIN, V. A.
Their angels; a modern miracle play for children, in three acts with music. © 21Nov27; D81724. Lawrence Powell (E) & John Pergreave Brown (E); 21Sep55; R155602.

PENN, ARTHUR A.
Dreamboat. SEE Penn, Arthur A. Penn, Arthur W. Penn (W); 10Aug55; R155605.

PENN, ARTHUR W.
The lady of the terrace, a musical comedy in two acts. SEE Penn, Arthur A. Penn, Arthur W. Penn (W); 10Aug55; R155605.

PENN, MRS. ARTHUR A.
The last rehearsal, a musical extravaganza in one act. © 15Aug28; D87355. Eleanor W. Penn (W); 15Aug55; R155654.

PENN, MRS. ARTHUR A.
The Swain of Bagdad, a musical comedy in two acts. © 15Aug28; D87355. Eleanor W. Penn (W); 15Aug55; R155654.

PERKINS, KENNETH, joint author. Creoles. SEE Shimpak, Samuel.

THE PENSIAN OF ABSCINTH. SEE Long, Pierce.

PETRECK, FELIX.
Die junge Mutter und der Tod. Ein Wintermärchenstück nach Andersen in 3 Bildern von Hans Meinhardt. Musik von Felix Petrekk. Exzene-

PETRECK, FELIX.
Die junge Mutter und der Tod. SEE Petrekeck.

PETRECK, FELIX.
THE PHONESTONE. SEE Pakenham, T. Compton.

FILS YOUR HUSBAND. SEE Manheimer, Wallace A.

THE PICKIC. SEE Green, Paul.

PICOTIN, BLANCHE.
Yes. SEE Yvain, Maurice.

PIERCE, CARL WEBSTER.
Six months to go, a comedy dress of youth by Adam Appleseed, pseud. © 30Jul28; D84588. Carl Webster Pierce (Adam Applebud) (A); 7Sep55; R155550.

PIMPUS AND OXAA. SEE Mohr, Max.

PIN MONEY. SEE Wheeler, Roger.

PIRANDELLO, PAUSTO.
Bellavita. SEE Pirandello, Luigi. La nuova colonia. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.
DRAMAS AND WORKS PREPARED FOR ORAL DELIVERY

PITANDELO, LUIGI.
Bellevita. O 1Jan28; D6501.
Stefano Pitandello (C), Fausto Pitandello (C), Rosalia (Lettia) Aguirre Pitandello (C); 27Jul15S; R5373.
La nuova colonia, mito. Prologo e tre atti. (In Maschere nude, v.2) O 10Apr28; D6509.
Stefano Pitandello (C), Fausto Pitandello (C), Rosalia (Lettia) Aguirre Pitandello (C); 27Jul15S; R5373.

PITANDELLO, ROSALIA (Lettia) AGURRTE.
Bellevita. SEE Pitandello, Luigi.
La nuova colonia. SEE Pitandello, Luigi.

PITANDELLO, STEFANO.
Bellevita. SEE Pitandello, Luigi.
La nuova colonia. SEE Pitandello, Luigi.

PITTS, KATE DUVAL.
A hymn on the morning of Christ's nativity, by John Milton, arranged by the children of Bush Hill School and their teachers Mrs. Henry G. Pitts, Faith Ward, Rosa- mead Comans, and others. Dramatization by Kate Duval Pitts. O 5Nov26; D6519. Kate Duval Pitts (A); 7Nov55; R5375.

THE PLAYS OF NOEL COWARD. SEE Coward, Noel.

PLENITY OF TIME. SEE MacMillan, Mary.

POLICE HEADQUARTERS. SEE Graham, Joseph H.

POLOCHE, CHANNING.
Orchids, a play in three acts based on a theme by Noel Coward. O 10Aug28; D6501. Helen Channing Pollock (E); 6Sep55; R5524.

POLOCHE, HELEN CHANNING.
Orchids. SEE Pollock, Channing.

POWELL, ROBERT J. HARE, JR.
Brief candle, a comedy in three acts. O 5May28; D6519. Robert J. Hare Powell, Jr. (A); 29Dec55; R5170.

POWELL, LAWRENCE.
Their angels. SEE Pear, V. A.

PRICE, OLIVE W.
Short plays from American history and literature, vol.2. The admirable Christopher, Maytime in Plymouth, Red dust, Young Hale of Connecticut, Le capitains, West of the Alleghanies, Black Congo. O 2May26; D6520. Olive Price Cherryholmes (A); 1Jul55; R5160.

PRICE, LEO BRYAN.
Aftermath, a play in one act. O 31Jan28; D6590. Leo Bryan Price (A); 1Dec5S; R5160.
The barbarians, a play in one act. O 31Jan28; D6586. Leo Bryan Price (A); 1Dec5S; R5160.
The devil, a play in one act. O 31Jan28; D6589. Leo Bryan Price (A); 1Dec5S; R5160.
On the way home, a play in one act. O 31Jan28; D6584. Leo Bryan Price (A); 1Dec5S; R5160.
The shadow of the mine, a play in one act. O 20Apr28; D6557. Leo Bryan Price (A); 1Dec5S; R5160.
Weeks, a play in one act. O 31Jan28; D6559. Leo Bryan Price (A); 1Dec5S; R5160.
Without Christian burial, a play in one act. O 20Apr28; D6576. Leo Bryan Price (A); 1Dec5S; R5160.

THE PRINCESS DASLINE. SEE DLX.
Beulah Marie.

PRINTZLAU, OLGA.
Little heaven, a comedy in a prologue and three acts. O 10May28; D6524. Olga Printzlau (A); 29Nov55; R5559.
The showdown; three-act comedy drama. C P44b28; D6527. Olga Printzlau (A); 29Nov55; R5559.

PRODIGAL'S RETURN. SEE Gilbert, Bernard.


PUCCINI, GIACOMO.
La rondine (The swallow) Lyric comedy in three acts. Music by Giacomo Puccini; libretto by Giuseppe Adami; English version of libretto by K. H. B. De Jaffa. O 1Nov28; D6563. K. H. B. De Jaffa (A); 2Sep55; R5534.

PUJOL, HENRY.
Yes. SEE Vain, Maurice.

PURCELL, GLEWDESSA.
Lucy girl, a musical comedy in three acts with prologue. Adapted by Gerald de Purcell from the French play Le bon garçon, by Andre Barde and Marcel Yvan. Libretto. O 18Sep9; D6627. April Production Inc. (PWH); 20Sep55; R5509.

PURPLE RING. SEE Wilson, Don C.

Q

QUARE MEDICINE. SEE Green, Paul.

QUILLES, TASTE. SEE Mitchell, Fanny Todd.

QUINTER, JOAQUIN ALVAREZ.
SEE Alvarez Quintero, Joaquin.

QUINTER, SERAFIN ALVAREZ.
SEE Alvarez Quintero, Serafin.

R

RAFFERTY, EWING LAWRENCE.
The five Francs, a play in three acts. O 22Dec79; D6527. Ewing Lawrence Rafferty (A); 1Dec55; R5144.

RAIN OR SHINE. SEE Marks, Maurice.

RAYMOND, JENNIFE.

RED HATE. SEE Willard, John.

REELY, MARY KATHARINE.
Cave stuff, a play in two episodes. O 20Mar28; D6519. Mary Katharine Reely (A); 1Sep55; R5559.
To be dealt with accordingly, a play of social adjustment in one act. O 2May28; D6520. Mary Katharine Reely (A); 1Sep55; R5559.
Train, a play of contrasts in two episodes. O 2May28; D6523. Mary Katharine Reely (A); 1Sep55; R5559.

REINHART, HANS.
Die arme Mutter und der Tod. SEE Petryeck, Felix.

RELEASE.
SEE Ansagher, Louis Reifman.

RELUCTANT ROMEO. SEE Loring, Selden.

REMEMBRANCE. SEE Carpenter, Edward Childs.

RENICK MUSIC CORP.
The crimson star. SEE Clark, Estelle H.

RENNICK, EMIL NIKOLAIUS VON.

RENNICK, FELICITAS.
Satura. SEE Renwick, Emil Nikolaius von.

RICE, ELMER.
Hen and John, a comedy in four acts. O 20Jul28; D6502. Elmer Rice (A); 18Jul15S; R5309.
Naples and die, a comedy in three acts. O 17Jul28; D6501. Elmer Rice (A); 18Jul55; R5342.
Street scene, a play in three acts. O 17Jul28; D6500. Elmer Rice (A); 18Jul15S; R5309.
Wake up, Jonathan. SEE Hughes, Hatcher.

RIGGS, GLADYS.
The toy shop, a musical play in three acts. SEE Gladys, Gladys. Libretto and lyrics by Phyllis McGuinley. O 26Jan28; D6524. Gladys, Gladys (A) & Phyllis McGuinley (A); 21Jul5S; R5135.

RICHARDSON, GRACE.
Sonny Santa Claus, a unique play for Christmas in three short episodes. O 16May28; D6540. Grace Richardson (A); 7Sep55; R5553.

RICHMAN, ARTHUR.
Dim timing, a play in three acts. O 20May28; D6506. John Marshall Richman (C); 12Jul55; R1590.

RICHMAN, JOHN MARSHALL.
Dim timing. SEE Richman, Arthur.

RIDLEY, ARNOld.
The wrekcer, a play in three acts, by Arnold Ridley and Bernard Merivale. O 7Jan28; D6510. Arnold Ridley (A) & Cicely Meri- vale (W of B. Merivale); 1Oct55; R1606.

RILEY, ALICE C. D.
Valentine, a fantasy with music in a prologue, a first playlet, an intermezzo, a second playlet, and an epilogue. Premiere by Theodore B. Hinkley. O 1Oct28; D6519. Dorothy Riley Brown (C); 26Sep55; R514.

RING, BARBARA TAYLOR.
Friends always. O 20Aug28; D6575. Theodore H. Taylor (W); 7Sep55; R5149.

THE RISE OF SILAS LAPHAM. SEE Sabine, Lillian.

RITTER, M. ISABELLE.
Christmas trip to toyland; cantata for young people. O 4Dec28; D6522. M. Isabel Ritter (A); 1Nov55; R5317.

ROHDE, ANDRE.
Paganini. SEE Lehr, Franz.

THE ROAD BACK. SEE McMullen, J. C.

THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS. SEE Hodge, William T.

ROBINSON, EDWARD G., joint author. SEE Kibitzer, SEE Sverling, Joseph.

ROQUE, DENIS.
Chirurgie. SEE Perrard, Pierre-Octave.
RODEBEWEL CO.
The heart of Christmas. SEE Geibel, Adam.

RODEW, JOHN WILLIAM.
Bumblebappy, a comic opera in one act. French's international edition. No. 6289. O 2 Dec 77; D6194.
John William Rogers (A); 26 Sep 55; R156310.
Women folks, a comic opera in one act. O 26 Nov 77; D26779.
John William Rogers (A); 26 Sep 55; R156311.

ROMBERG, LILLIAN H.
The new moon. SEE Romberg, Sigmund.

ROMBERG, SIGMUND;

The new moon; musical romance. Books and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, Frank Mandel, and Laurence Schoeb; music by Sigmund Romberg. Vocal score. O 27 Dec 28; D27127. Lillian H. Romberg (A); 27 Dec 55; R161578.
The new moon; musical romance. Books and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, Frank Mandel and Laurence Schoeb; music by Sigmund Romberg. Vocal score. O 27 Dec 28; D27127. Oscar Hammerstein, 2d (A); 27 Dec 55; R161579.

RONE, FRED.
Comedy chants, eleven dialogues. O 13 Mar 28; D63379. Fred Home (A); 16 Dec 55; R161074.
The silent prompter and other sketches. Contents: The silent prompter, Blood! Cold comfort, --It's advertisements, --I'll call you, Uncle! --Versatility; A change of mind. O 18 Jan 28; D62560. Fred Home (A); 16 Dec 55; R161070.

LA RONDINE.
SEE Puccini, Giacomo.

ROSEBRERRY SHRUB, SEC.; SEC. SEE Drake, Frank O.

ROWLEY, ALEC.
The fortune ballot, a musical play for girls. Book and lyrics by Rodney Bennett; music by Alec Rowley. O 11 Sep 20; D27198. Alec Rowley (A); 21 Sep 55; R156338.

A ROYAL GIRL SCOUT. SEE Sharpe, Margaret.

ROYCE-SMITH, NADINE GILADY.
A balcony, a play in three acts. O 2 Dec 27; D82632. Nadine Beldeys Royce-Smith (A); 19 Oct 55; R157077.

RYAN, FLORENCE.
Monseur Lambertier. SEE Vernouil, Louis.

RYVERSON, FLORENCE.
SEE Clements, Florence Ryerson.

S

SABINE, LILIAN.
The rise of Silas Lapham; a comedy in four acts, from William Dean Howells's story. O 2 Dec 27; D82270. Lillian Sabine (A); 30 Sep 55; R156725.

SAYNT CYPRIAN AND THE DEVIL. SEE Bigelow, Ethel van der Veer.

SAINT. SEE Vermeuil, Louis.

SAINT & SON. SEE Millholland, Charles Bruce.

SATIKA. SEE Benoukla, Emil Nikolaus von.

SATURDAY NIGHT. SEE Green, Paul.

SAUNDERS, JOHN MONK, joint author.
Love in a French kitchen. SEE Clements, Collin.

SAUNDERS, LILLIAN, ET.
The good hope. SEE Heijermans, Herman.

SAUNDERS, MARY. SEE Heijermans, Herman.

SAVORS, ALFRED.
Our dogs, a play in one act adapted from the French by Stanley Bell. O 1 Nov 27; D21215. Stanley Bell (A); 10 Oct 45; R251746.

THE SAUGUS TRAIL. SEE Jackson, Cissell Leonard.

THE SCARLET MANTEL. SEE Faktion, Mary.

SOHN WEINHANNEH. SEE Zuckmayer, Carl.

SCHAEF, LAURENCE.
The new moon. SEE Romberg, Sigmund.

SCHWANDA, DER DUDELSACKPFIPFER. SEE Weinberger, Jaromir.
Weinberger, Jaromir; Svanda dudak.

THE SEA URCHIN. SEE Turner, John Hastings.

SEE WAPLES AND DIX. SEE Eise, Eimer L.

SEAGLE, HARRY.
The behavior of Mrs. Grane. O 27 Dec 27; D62095. Harry Seagel (A); 11 Oct 45; R307064.

SCHILLER, CONRAD.
5x seats, a theatrical interlude in one act. O 13 Aug 28; D63855. Conrad Seiler (A); 21 Dec 55; R161212.
Charlotte Corday, a play in two parts. O 13 Aug 28; D63855. Conrad Seiler (A); 21 Dec 55; R161212.
Good night, Caroline, a play in one act. O 6 Apr 23; D25131. Conrad Seiler (A); 21 Dec 55; R161212.
In a window, a romantic impossibility in one act. O 14 Aug 25; D60955. Conrad Seiler (A); 21 Dec 55; R161212.
Why I am a bachelor, a serenade in four scenes. O 35 Apr 23; D30488. Conrad Seiler (A); 21 Dec 55; R161212.

THE SELANDER OF PURPLE. SEE Kimball, Ruth Putnam; Lydia.

SELKN, EDGAR.
Possestation. O 28 Jul 28; D68726. Samuel Selk (A); 28 Sep 55; R156099.

SEVEN MODERN COMEDIES. SEE Dunsany, Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett, 18th baron.

77 PARK LANE. SEE Hackett, Walter.

THE SKIN DUEL. SEE Thorne, David.

SEMIN, JOHN LAURANCE.
Vaspinuulanta (A protégé of the mistress); Opera in four acts, piano-vocal score. Adapted from the play by Alexander Ostrovsky. Music and adaptation by John Laurence Semin; Flapneck; D27312. John Laurence Seymour (A); 9 Dec 55; R161561.

THE SHADOW. SEE Bolton, Guy.

THE SHADOW OF THE MINE. SEE Pride, Leo Bryan.

SHANNON, MATTIE B.
The heart of Christmas. SEE Geibel, Adam.

THE SHANNONS OF BROADWAY. SEE Clesw, James.

SHARPE, MARGARET.
Jimmy Jenkins Hallowe'en, a play for eleven children. O 3 Sep 20; D63995. Margaret Sharpe (A); 7 Sep 55; R155554.
A royal girl scout, a play in two acts. O 5 May 28; D63068. Margaret Sharpe (A); 7 Sep 55; R155554.

SHIPMAN, LOUIS.
The cabaret boys. SEE Shilman, Samuel.

CREOLES. SEE Shipman, Samuel.

Past life. SEE Shipman, Samuel.

Kidnapper. SEE Shilman, Samuel.

SHIPMAN, SAMUEL.
The cabaret boys, a comedy in three acts by Samuel Shipman and John B. Hunter. O 20 Dec 28; D61609. Louis Shipman (N) & Elinor Ewer (M); 13 Dec 55; R161577.
Crescendo, a romantic comedy in three acts by Samuel Shipman and Kenneth Perkins. O 19 Nov 28; D66295. Louis Shipman (N) & Kenneth Perkins (A); 1 Dec 55; R161526.
Past life; a melodrama in four acts, by Samuel Shipman and John B. Hunter. O 2 May 28; D63727. Louis Shipman (N) & Elinor Ewer (M); 1 Dec 55; R161526.

Kidnapper, by Samuel Shipman and Max Marcin. O 19 Nov 28; D62825. Louis Shipman (N) & Max Marcin (A); 13 Dec 55; R161526.

SHIPPING MOTHER EAST. SEE Bigelow, Ethel Van der Veur.

SHOFER, JEAN-EDUARD. SEE Anet, Claude.

SHORT PLAYS FROM AMERICAN HISTORY AND LITERATURE. SEE Price, Olive M.

A SHOT-DUN SPLEWIN. SEE Coffin, Gertrude Wilson.

A SHOTGUN WEDDING. SEE Davis, Owen.

THE SHYTTOWN. SEE Printzela, Olga.

SIGFRIED. SEE Giraudoux, Jean.

SILENCE, PLEASE. SEE Goul, Felix.

THE SILENT PROMPTER AND OTHER SKETCHES. SEE Rone, Fred.

SILVER, JUNE.
Mister Uniders. SEE Newman, Trextrax.

THE SILVER TASSLE. SEE O'Casey, Sean.

SIMPSON, BARTLETT K.
The lawyer's dilemma. SEE Simpson, Seaman L.

SIMPSON, SEAMAN L.
The lawyer's dilemma, a farce comedy in three acts by Seaman Lewis, pseud. O 11 May 28; D83868. Barrett K. Simpson (C); 9 Sep 55; R156099.

SINGER, OTTO.
Die Ayptische Helena. SEE Straus, Richard.

THE STINGER OF NAPLES. SEE Dodge, May Bences.

SIX MONTHS TO GO. SEE Pierce, Carl Webster.

DRAMAS AND WORKS PREPARED FOR ORAL DELIVERY

TELL A WOMAN. SEE Lowell, Edith.
TEN DAYS LATER. SEE Glick, Carl.
THER ANGELS. SEE Pearson, V. A.
TOMAS, MRS. A. E. Over the border. SEE Thomas, Albert E.
TOMAS, ALBERT E. Over the border. SEE Thomas, Albert E.
THOMAS, JEVAN BRANDON. SEE Brandon-Thomas, Jevan.
THOMPSON, CLARICE. Funny Face. SEE Gershwin, George. Here's How. SEE Thompson, Fred.
THOMPSON, FRED. Funny Face. SEE Gershwin, George. Here's How. SEE Thompson, Fred.
THOMPSON, FRED. Sadie Thompson. SEE Gershwin, George. Here's How. SEE Thompson, Fred.
THOMAS, JEVAN BRANDON. SEE Brandon-Thomas, Jevan.
THOMAS, JEVAN BRANDON. SEE Brandon-Thomas, Jevan.
SPALDING. SEE Nelson, Marion Lawrence.
SPENCER, EULALIE. Fool to errant. SEE Lavelle, Eula Lee. A play in one act. 0 Nov27; D67177; Eula Lee (A); 20Sep55; R156102.
SPINET TO SAXOPHONE. SEE Meaker, Isabelle J.
SPIRAL. SEE Nelson, Marion Lawrence.
SPOT. SEE Jennings, Gertrude E.
THEREON THE SUN. SEE Turner, John Hasting.
STANLEY, MANNA. The origin of soul; a drama of the new and old school in New York City, in three acts. 0 29Dec27; D62213; Lydia S. Surgeon (W); 30Sep55; R156754.
STEVEN, ROCOTTO C. B. SEE Bailey, Loretta Carroll.
STICK EM UP. SEE Clements, Florence Ayerson.
STICKLY, LOUIS. The hope of the Spingarns, a comedy in one act. 0 Dec28; D833820. Louise Stickley (A); 78Sep55; R155501.
STORM. SEE Clements, Florence Ayerson.
STRAUS, RICHARD. Das eingeneckliche. SEE Strauss, Richard.
STRAUS, RICHARD. Die Eingeneckliche. SEE Strauss, Richard.
STRAW, ALMA. Judy drops in. SEE Swan, Mark.
STRAW, ALMA. Judy drops in; a comedy of youth and love, in three acts. 0 Sep28; D6775; W. R. Swan (W); & Alma Swan (W); 20Dec55; R161761.
STRAW, W. R. Judy drops in. SEE Swan, Mark.
SWERLING, JOSEPH. Kibitzer, by Joseph Swerling and Edward G. Robinson. 0 78Sep28; D85513. Joseph Swerling (A) & Edward G. Robinson (A); 18Sep55; R157903.
SYLVAREL, LA. La Venus de Deauville, operette bouffe en 3 actes. Lyricos de Monjardin, Hensly et Demare, music de Leon Fevrier. Music de Sylvarel, music de Henri Coste, et Demare. Partition piano & chant. 0 15Nov27; D22283; Charles Straus (W of O. Strauss); 23Nov55; R160464.
TABER, RICHARD. Joint author. Is rat at sea. SEE Taber, John Hasting.
TAYLOR, RICHARD L. Four Jewish sketches. Contents: Benny proposes; The boomerang; Damages, two hundred; Paul rob Peter. 0 Nov27; D72118. Laurie George Murdock (E) & Arthur Alan Western (E); 100Oct55; R155131.
TAYLOR, THOMAS E. Friends always. SEE Ring, Barbara Taylor.
RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

WEEDEES. SEE Pride, Leo Bryan.

WELL, KURT.

WHEN-HENRICH, JAROMIR.

WESLEY, ARTHUR ALAN.
Four Jowls sketches. SEE Taylor, Rice Brocley.

WHAT ANE BROUGHT HOME. SEE Johnson, Larry E.

WHAT IMAGINATION WILL DO. SEE Ford, Harriet.

WHAT PRICE PRESIDENCY. SEE Johnson, Madeline C.

WHAT THE HEIL. SEE Hazzard, John E.

WHAT'S BREED IN THE BONE. SEE Brighouse, Harold.

WHEELER, ROGER.
Pin money, a comedy in one act. © 95968. Roger Wheeler (©) 95969. KELLY, MARY.

WRENCH, CYNTHIE E. Helen preferred, a farce comedy in three acts. © 95968. Watkins E. Wright (©) 95969.

WRIGHT, WALTER E.

WYATT, MAVIE, R.

YEVER, MAUICE.

YVES. SEE Yeav, Maurice.

YES. SEE Yeav, Maurice.

YVES. SEE Yeav, Maurice.

YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY. SEE Paulin, Edward.

YWINGWILL, TED. SEE Maxwell, Ted.

YOUNG, JUNE, AND MARY, AND MARY, AND MARY. SEE Maxwell, Ted.

ZUCKEMAYER, CAIL.

ZUCKERMAN, SCHULMAN, SCHAUPTEL IN 4 AKTEN. © 95968. Carl Zuckermay (©) 95969.